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Abstract
Urban research in Germany has started to address the socio-spatial distribution and 
architectures of so-called collective accommodation for asylum seekers, refugee 
camps, and new forms of ethnic segregation triggered by refugee movements in recent 
years. The spatial practices of refugees themselves within these processes have not 
yet been a subject of substantive research. Combining research methods from social 
and architectural sciences, this article investigates the physical, material, social and 
symbolic appropriation processes and the spatial dimension of homemaking by Syrian 
refugees currently housed in refugee accommodation in Berlin, Germany. What spatial 
knowledge is mobilized at the place of asylum in order to turn the accommodation into 
a home? How do spatial practices and knowledge hybridize practices of the place of 
origin, experiences made during the flight and the arriving and uncertain period of stay 
at an unfamiliar place of asylum? How do spatial appropriation processes collide with 
humanitarian logics and technocratic emergency management approaches at the place 
of asylum? With these questions, the article focuses on the ways in which refugees 
perceive, adapt to, appropriate and alter their new urban environment physically and 
socially, and how they thereby draw on existing and evolving stocks of urban knowledge, 
urban experiences and social relationships. It argues that to develop a homelike space 
in temporary accommodation, arriving refugees mobilize knowledge at the place of 
asylum which can only be understood as a re-figuration process that is equally at work 
in the case of other migrants, migration and translocal processes. Studying these urban 
re-figurations thus helps us to reveal how the interplay of refugees’ agency and their 
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knowledge and the technocratic regime – as a state of permanent temporariness – 
affects the making of a ‘home’.

Keywords
Campization, homemaking, migration, refugees, spatial practice, urban transformation

Introduction: Conflicting notions of home in Berlin refugee 
camps

On a sunny afternoon on Berlin’s former Tempelhof airfield in Berlin (May 2018), our 
research team built wooden benches and plant boxes for the refugee accommodation’s 
outdoor spaces with the container village accommodation’s residents and architecture 
and planning students. At the end of the event, increasingly more children and teenagers 
started to play with the leftover wood pieces, tools and other building materials. A young 
girl of around 10 years old asked me if she could take one of the left-over tomato plants 
‘to my home’ and if I could help her carry the heavy plant there. Of course, I said, and 
asked her where she lives – hesitant to name a place within the fenced-off container vil-
lage. Instead, she took my hand and pulled me by my sleeve in the direction of where I 
thought she might live. Suddenly she jumped towards one of the container complexes, 
pointed her finger to it and shouted ‘that’s mine’. When we arrived in front of the open 
door, I heard TV noises in Arabic from inside of the girl’s ‘home’ – two containers linked 
by a third smaller container that opens with a little porch in the front. Bikes, shoes, 
umbrellas and toys were stacked in front of the entrance; one of the container’s windows 
had a lace curtain, the other windows were uncovered, allowing for a straight view into 
the inside of the containers. I saw a woman and man lounging on a sofa – or what was 
built into a sofa-like piece of furniture – piled up mattresses and carpets – bunk beds, 
piled up kitchen utensils and tools in one corner and blue garbage sacks with clothes in 
the other. Despite the white paint in the containers that together with the white chipboard 
furniture gives a very sterile appearance to the space, the clean rectangular spatial form, 
the lack of the possibility to hang things, the low ceilings and the acoustics can’t conceal 
the fact that this is not a ‘regular’ house but containers piled up next to each other. The 
middle container with the open entrance door had a fixed installed kitchen – namely an 
oven and a refrigerator, a shelf as well as a table. The inside of the containers conveyed 
a very stuffy, constricted impression to me, considering that the girl told me earlier that 
day that she has two sisters and two brothers who along with their uncle also live in the 
three containers. The girl’s mother walked towards us. She seemed embarrassed and also 
a bit shocked at discovering a stranger standing in front of the door with her girl, watch-
ing them through the door and windows. I felt embarrassed too, and tried to explain what 
brought me there. The mother didn’t seem pleased by the girl’s idea about the tomato 
plant. The girl then explained that her mother claims that there is no space and use for the 
(unripened) tomato plant. Nonetheless, the mother waved me into the kitchen. I didn’t 
know where to put the plant, seeing that there was indeed no single free spot. I tried to 
explain that the tomato plant should be put into the outdoor urban gardening boxes. I 
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followed the girl into the middle of the family’s combined living and sleeping room still 
thinking about how I could convince the girl to plant the tomato with me outdoors. 
Realizing that I could see all their clothes, the drying pots and pans, piles of documents 
and paperwork and her husband in what appeared like pajamas, the mother seemed to 
feel awkward. The mother grabbed a blanket and towel from the blue garbage sacks and 
threw them over the clothes on the bunk beds and floor, trying to hide their very private 
belongings. The girl told me that she doesn’t want to plant the tomato in the shared plant 
boxes but next to the entrance to her home, ‘because it’s my tomato and I want to pluck 
the tomatoes from my home’. I decided to leave the plant on the porch and the girl hur-
ried inside to fill a pot with water to water what is now her home plant.

This ethnographic memo describes an encounter with residents of the temporary con-
tainer village ‘Columbiadamm’ in central Berlin, designated to accommodate refugees1 
waiting for their asylum application process to be completed. The memo provides an 
insight into how residents attempt to rearrange, socially enact, enliven and constantly 
negotiate the techno-managerial arrangement of modular containers, which are con-
structed following strict design guides, predefined standards and rules defined by the 
state. It also points to the notion of ‘home’ as an ambiguous concept that seems to have 
relevance even in the context of the extreme uncertainty of the setting of a refugee camp.

Grounding conceptualizations of home and homemaking 
within concrete spatial practices

In this article we would like to examine some of these spatial appropriation processes 
initiated by refugees across various similar container villages in Berlin in more detail. 
Through these spatial ethnographies we hope to contribute to a better understanding of 
homemaking as a process structured by concrete spatial practices. These concrete spatial 
practices are the result of conflictual spatial negotiations with the techno-managerial 
norms and rules put in place to structure daily routines in temporary emergency shelters 
and ultimately prevent and suppress manifestations of individual identity, rootedness and 
belonging. We will argue that it is precisely the extreme conditions under which refugee-
residents negotiate homemaking in temporary shelters through concrete spatial actions 
which will help us to understand the importance of the spatial dimension of homemaking 
in general – in societies that are increasingly shaped by translocal relations, migration 
and diversity.

By focusing on concrete spatial practices discussed in architectural and planning 
research we hope to contribute to and extend the vivid discourse in the social sciences 
that has begun to redefine home and homemaking beyond a focus on social affects, 
attachment and belonging. In this, we build on the following assumptions:

1. Even though home starts with a space and locale, it could also be viewed as a 
localized idea: ‘home starts by bringing some space under control’ (Douglas, 
1991: 289). Hence, we do not predefine home as a place, space, feeling, and/or an 
active state of being in the world, nor do we describe home as related to house, 
family, gender, the self, or on a journey, but we operationalize home as a set of 
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concrete spatial practices (cf. Mallett, 2004: 62). This process of social, cultural 
and material arriving has been extensively described in refugee camp research 
(e.g. Achilli, 2015; Al-Kilani, 2014; Misselwitz, 2009; Sanyal, 2014). 
Normalization and routinization should not be confused with indifference, but 
rather as becoming ‘normal in the sense that it is what there is most, but it does 
not become normal in the sense that this is how things should be’ (Vigh, 2008: 8). 
Hence, we interpret this normalization as a re-subjectivization and re-emancipa-
tion phase after some traumatic escape (Agier, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2016).

2. Secondly, we find it fruitful to consider these concrete spatial practices – refugee-
initiated changes to the spatial arrangements of temporary homes – as objectivi-
zations of spatial knowledge of homemaking. By analyzing the material 
constellations and how they structure daily routines such as eating, sleeping or 
receiving guests we hope to understand how this spatial knowledge changes and 
adapts at the place of asylum forming a translocal and multi-contextual reposi-
tory of homemaking routines: a result of a dynamic hybridization process involv-
ing references to routines at previous places of residence, the journeys beyond 
and away from previous home(s) and new routines acquired at the place of asy-
lum – all understood as affecting the refugees’ identities and subjective under-
standings and knowledge of home. Although urban research in Germany has 
started to address the socio-spatial distribution and architectures of so-called col-
lective accommodation for asylum seekers (cf. Dalal et al., 2018; Kreichauf, 
2014, 2018), the refugees’ spatial agency and particularly the spatial knowledge 
mobilized within these processes have not yet been the subject of substantive 
research; or, as Romola Sanyal (2014: 558) writes: ‘Refugee spaces are emerging 
as quintessential geographies of the modern, yet their intimate and everyday spa-
tialities remain under-explored.’ This is why we want to shift our focus to what 
Sanyal describes as people recovering their agency through ‘producing spaces’ 
both physically and politically (2014: 558).

3. Thirdly, we seek to avoid a dichotomous differentiation of ‘home’ and ‘away’, 
but consider home rather as a permanent or temporary space where refugees 
achieve a sense of dignity, safety, comfort through self-provisioning practices, 
escaping albeit momentarily a situation of being permanently surveyed and con-
trolled. Following Ahmed (1999) and Massey (1992, 1994) we consider home 
then as not necessarily bounded and fixed spaces, but as familiar spaces of 
belonging, even if encompassing also (constant or punctuated) movements and 
the presence of strangers. Home can thus be experienced as strange and familiar 
simultaneously.

4. Following Ahmed (1999), ‘home’ in temporary refugee camps can be conceptu-
alized as rather contiguous, always involving social encounters of those who are 
there, those who arrive, those who leave, and those who are not there. The emer-
gency accommodation is part of what we conceptualize ‘arrival infrastructures’, 
defined as ‘those parts of the urban fabric within which newcomers become 
entangled on arrival, and where their future local or translocal social mobilities 
are produced as much as negotiated. . . . [often] challenging the dominance of 
national normativities, temporalities, and geographies’ (Meeus et al., 2018: 1ff.). 
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Working with this reading of refugee accommodation as unintended arrival infra-
structures, we consider homemaking therein as a permanent negotiation process 
between the refugees’ agency, on the one hand, and the existing norms and rules, 
the normative and physical structuring order, and the forms of (materialized) con-
trol, on the other hand – the pervasive ‘care and control’ regimes with their disci-
plining, regulating and controlling impetus (Feldman and Ticktin, 2010; 
Pallister-Wilkins, 2015). The Berlin emergency shelters could therefore be con-
sidered as pre-structured spaces of friction and conflict, while their spatial and 
social analysis, in turn, also reveals the different rationalities and conflicting 
stocks of spatial knowledge of both state agencies and refugee residents.

5. Finally, we use Brun and Fabos’s (2015) conceptualization of three modalities of 
homemaking as a framework for the analysis of concrete spatial practices initi-
ated by refugee residents of emergency accommodation. Brun and Fabos’s ‘tri-
adic constellation of home’ was developed to describe the interconnected 
implications of homemaking in protracted circumstances of displacement, also 
referred to as situations of permanent temporariness (Yiftachel, 2009a), and dif-
ferentiates between ‘home’ as day-to-day practices, ‘Home’ as a set of values, 
traditions, memories and subjective feelings of home, and ‘HOME’ as an institu-
tionalized set of norms and regulations that determine how refugee residents of 
emergency shelters are ‘governed and disciplined by the state, its norms and tech-
nologies that privilege official status and sedentarism, and associated politics of 
inclusion and exclusion’ (Brun and Fabos, 2015). Although Berlin’s emergency 
shelters might be somewhat different from the harsh protracted refugee camp 
situations studied by Brun and Fabos, this differentiation offers a multidimen-
sional understanding of how refugee residents’ spatial practices are hybrid out-
comes between pragmatically appropriating found conditions, pursuing ideals of 
home, as well as the institutional constraints enforced by the management regimes 
following strict rules and guidelines set by the Berlin state.

While we use these assumptions in order to highlight certain aspects of spatial home-
making throughout the article, we approach and analyze refugees’ spatial practices and 
appropriation processes mostly through the lens of Brun and Fabos’s triadic constellation 
of home and explore the refugee accommodation and its social life as a specific form of 
arrival infrastructures (Meeus et al., 2018). In 2018, we began our research inquiry into 
concrete spatial practices of homemaking in Berlin’s emergency accommodation, which 
we refer to as ‘architectures of asylum’.2 This article presents a selection of preliminary 
findings. After a brief introduction into Berlin’s refugee accommodation policies and 
approaches, we will focus on the study of three specific spatial and material constella-
tions, which represent to us attempts to transform shelters into something like a ‘home’. 
We consider these constellations as objectivizations of hybrid spatial knowledge stocks 
related to the place of origin, the experiences made during the flight, and the arriving and 
uncertain period of stay at an unfamiliar place of asylum. Using Brun and Fabos’s frame-
work of ‘home’, ‘Home’ and ‘HOME’ we explore the ways in which refugees perceive, 
adapt to, appropriate and alter their new urban environment physically and socially and 
how these homemaking processes collide with the humanitarian logics and technocratic 
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emergency management approaches at the (temporary) places of asylum. Concluding 
thoughts then speculate on the relevance of the findings for design approaches (using 
Meeus et al.’s framework of arrival infrastructures) and policies for emergency accom-
modation in Berlin and also attempt to conceptualize refugees’ homemaking and its state 
of permanent temporariness as a spatial re-figuration process that is equally at work in 
the case of other migrants and migration processes.

Research methodology and design

During our initial (and still ongoing) fieldwork from early 2018 until summer 2019 we 
conducted in-depth but also conversational interviews with more than 30 refugees in five 
different refugee accommodation settings across Berlin. Most of the refugees had fled 
from Syria to Germany through Turkey, Greece, and the so-called Balkan route. Two-
thirds of our interview partners identified themselves as ‘men’ between 18 years and 
mid-thirties, one-third as ‘women’. Most young men below 25 were traveling on their 
own, while most of the women came to Germany with either their partners or their chil-
dren. Among the parents interviewed, most families were incomplete, meaning that fam-
ily members were still in Syria or in the neighboring countries, waiting for family 
reunification. While first contact with the majority of our interview partners was made 
when they were still housed in collective shelters and first arrival centers, we also made 
contact and conducted interviews with refugees who had managed to move out to single 
apartments and (ever changing) Tempohomes and modular accommodation since 2017. 
While closely collaborating with refugees from Syria (half of which identified as Kurdish 
Syrians and Palestinian Syrians), we also talked to and worked with people from Iraq, 
Iran and Afghanistan, since they shared accommodation and sometimes also containers 
with Syrian refugees and we didn’t want to exclude them from our events and activities. 
Most interview and research partners arrived in Berlin in 2015 and 2016 and shared a 
similar registration and arrival experience. This means after an extended phase of more 
than three to six months in first arrival centers, they were moved to other collective shel-
ters, and finally were allocated Tempohomes and then modular accommodation across 
the city.

Our research team consists of the two authors, a doctoral candidate and two student 
assistants, while the fieldwork and ongoing research process is also supported by stu-
dents. After a longer discussion with the local administration and authorities and closely 
collaborating with local social workers and refugee and neighborhood initiatives, we 
were finally allowed to enter five different camps for our fieldwork, both in inner-city 
and more peripheral districts in Berlin. However, the authors have worked with refugees 
in different camps and accommodation before (in the context of different research pro-
jects) and were already familiar with the local context, the types of building and the 
actors and stakeholders involved for most fieldwork sites. In the accommodation units 
and camps, we accompanied refugees through their everyday routines and in-camp 
spaces and jointly mapped and drew the spaces and places, spatial arrangements, and 
objects that matter for them and their homemaking. In-depth and more conversational 
methods were conducted with 30 of the originally much bigger sample in the refugee 
accommodation, both inside and outside of the ‘private’ containers and rooms. Most 
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interviews with refugees were recorded and partly transcribed, but we also spoke to local 
social workers, security guards and the camps’ operators, yet without a more standard-
ized interview guideline or recording, during their work shifts.

For the most part, we theoretically sampled our interview partners, looking for maxi-
mum and minimum contrasting characteristics in terms of age, gender, length of resi-
dence, previous urban and spatial experiences, different degrees of visible homemaking 
practices, when possible. However, we also reached out to all residents during our events 
and activities in the camps and fieldwork in order to collaborate with a maximum num-
ber of people. Since refugees are constantly moved from one camp to another and some-
times also disappear in the course of the move, we decided on very flexible sampling and 
research methods. This is also why we follow a grounded theory method approach for the 
(partly theoretical) sampling of sites and interview partners, and the data generation, 
analysis and interpretation (Glaser and Strauss, 2017 [1967]).

Methodologically, we thus attempt to place the subjective spatial practices and knowl-
edge of the refugees themselves at the center of the research and to explicitly incorporate 
their subjective experiences with the different care regimes, regardless of the officially 
declared state of exception, often referred to as crisis or emergency. For this, we have 
combined methods from social science as well as architectural and urban research and 
investigate the physical, material, social and symbolic appropriation processes by mainly 
Syrian and Iraqi refugees currently housed in temporary refugee camps in Berlin, 
Germany. In addition we explore the planners’ and service providers’ ideas and practices, 
their policy and planning documents and thus their spatial knowledge of refugee 
accommodation.

Policy, management and design responses to housing 
refugees in Berlin, post 2015

All refugees arriving in Germany go through a complex and hierarchically managed 
registration and distribution process. First they are required to register wherever their 
first arrival documents are issued. After having gone through various procedures, includ-
ing health tests, the submission of the asylum application including the so-called 
DUBLIN III test, a personal hearing of the application and a validity check of submitted 
documents, refugees are transferred to one of the 16 German states following the set 
quotas of the national distribution scheme called Königssteiner Schlüssel. Each federal 
state then allocates registered refugees to municipalities following a similar quota-based 
distribution scheme. It is at the municipal level that accommodation is finally organized 
and managed and policy and design responses vary greatly between German cities. In 
Berlin, refugees are at first housed in emergency ‘first arrival centers’ managed by the 
Berlin State Office for Refugee Issues (Landesamt für Flüchtlingsangelegenheiten, 
LAF), which then allocates newcomers across the districts and into certain housing 
forms (LAF, 2017). Of the approximately 1 million refugees that arrived in Germany in 
2015 about 55,000 were registered in Berlin. Today, official figures number 77,423 reg-
istered asylum seekers (Senate of Berlin, 2018), out of which about 22,000 are housed in 
official refugee accommodation (LAF, 2019).
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Since 2015, the policy and design responses to housing refugees in Berlin evolved 
dramatically. In 2015, the institutions were slow to respond and bureaucratic routines 
only evolved over time. While initially many refugees were housed in commandeered 
school gymnasia, vacant buildings, hotels or in emergency tents, the LAF eventually 
succeeded in ‘normalizing’ housing for refugees and asylum seekers through temporary 
container solutions following strict technocratic design standards which will be elabo-
rated later in this article. In 2016, containers were first used in six so-called LaGeSo-
villages (often also referred to as container villages) for 2200 residents. As this solution 
proved insufficient and costly, the LAF embarked on another, improved container-based 
design solution for 18 additional sites – the so-called ‘Tempohomes’. In contrast to the 
double-storey LaGeSo-villages, Tempohomes were single storey only, based on small 
apartment-like units of three containers including cooking and bathroom facilities. 
Eventually, the Tempohome sites were also equipped with porches, and outdoor infra-
structure such as playgrounds or communal facilities. All 24 sites are surrounded by 
fences, guarded by security teams which control access and managed by various inde-
pendent contractors on short-term management contracts. In 2019, at the time of writing, 
the future of the sites remains uncertain. Built according to temporary use regulations, 
the sites were licensed and planned to be dismantled by the end of 2019. But the con-
struction of more durable housing solutions for refugees – so-called MUFs (Modulare 
Unterkünfte für Flüchtlinge) – being designed since 2016 are significantly behind sched-
ule and it can be assumed that the majority of container-based solutions will remain in 
place for several years to come.

With its controversial policy to separate refugee housing responses from other afford-
able housing schemes in the city, Berlin’s Senate has clearly framed and exposed refu-
gees as separate from ordinary Berliners, as temporary residents or visitors. This 
response, as well as the pragmatic choice of sites in often peripheral, poorly serviced 
locations, was widely criticized by activists and planning professionals alike as ‘campi-
zation’ (Kreichauf, 2018) and as fueling tension with surrounding neighborhoods. 
Indeed, hostilities have been most frequent in those locations where Tempohomes or 
LaGeSo-villages were built within neighborhoods of predominantly low-income resi-
dents with infrastructural deficiencies. All these factors clearly contributed to the state of 
permanent temporariness (Yiftachel, 2009a) that forms a problematic, constraining and 
disciplining institutionalized context of ‘HOME’, which affects practices of homemak-
ing initiated by refugees.

Tracing homemaking as concrete spatial practices

In the following section of the article we would like to use Brun and Fabos’s (2015) three 
dimensions of ‘home’, ‘Home’ and ‘HOME’ to analyze three cases of homemaking 
through concrete spatial practices. The first case analyses how refugee families manage 
the everyday routine of eating within the constraints of a furnished container flat in the 
LaGeSo-village of Ostpreussendamm and in the Wollenberger Strasse Tempohomes. 
The second case shows various practices of spatial appropriation reshaping entrances to 
their container flats at the Wollenberger Strasse Tempohome, including a garden, benches 
and screens. The attempts trigger conflicts with Tempohome management over rules and 
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regulations regarding fire safety. The third case addresses the attempt by refugee resi-
dents at the Columbiadamm Tempohome to initiate various public space appropriations, 
which collide with formally planned public space provisions included in the initial mas-
ter plan. In all cases we attempt to understand how spatial knowledge shapes and is 
reshaped by spatial practices. The case studies are part of ethnographic fieldwork con-
ducted in 2018 as part of the broader research project ‘Architectures of Asylum’.

Negotiating privacy: Organizing a meal

Over several years Berlin’s LAF has developed and refined its design guidelines (LAF, 
2019) for Tempohomes, which regulate the arrangement of containers and entrance 
porches, doors, windows as well as the specifications of all interior furnishings. Three 
2.5 × 6 m containers form an apartment unit consisting of a central unit with entrance, 
kitchen facilities and bathroom/toilet, giving access to two adjacent containers which 
include single or bunk beds, a small table and metal cupboards. The apparatus of enforce-
ment of this notion of ‘HOME’ includes strict allocation guidelines that specify if a unit 
is given to a family or used as a shared unit by single adults. Rules also specify that all 
furniture must remain within the unit, decoration and additional furniture is generally 
discouraged, although local management teams interpret rules somewhat differently. 
Frequent and unannounced control visits are conducted and fines imposed on some occa-
sions where rules are violated. What we found striking when visiting families or indi-
viduals in ‘their’ unit, however, was the degree to which residents had managed to 
transform and adapt the container settings to their needs of homemaking, despite the 
institutionalized constraints. Some residents decided to lift the beds into one container, 
turning it into one collective bedroom, and using the other container as a living room. 
Most of the observed everyday activities, such as drying plates and kitchen utensils, fold-
ing the laundry, changing babies’ diapers, repairing things and clothes, children’s home-
work, watching movies on ICT devices, thus take place on the floor due to the lack of 
home furniture. Hence, everyday home routines are carried out in interaction with differ-
ent spatialities, often resulting in creating multi-use flexible spatial situations: a bed is 
used for homework, eating, chatting, for ironing and folding clothes, and playing; clothes 
and papers are stocked under mattresses, or hanging from the upper bunk beds slatted 
frames; outdoor fences are used as clothes lines. Inasmuch as the scarce financial means 
allow, residents buy curtains or additional kitchen utensils, carpets and cushions or fur-
niture depending on the tolerance and leniency of the camp management (Figure 1). Yet 
in what seems like a space of limited self-determination and autonomy, rupture can occur 
at any time through unannounced visits by security guards or the camp management, 
imposing fines and demanding furniture or decoration be dismantled, citing fire hazards 
or other violations of the design code. One interview partner (in another refugee accom-
modation in Berlin) complained: ‘I don’t like this picture in my room. Imagine that we 
are not allowed to change anything here without the permission of the social worker! 
Therefore, I wrap it with plastic sheet because I don’t like to see it . . . and when I know 
that they [social workers] are coming to visit, I remove the sheets beforehand.’

The organization of collective meal taking within a Tempohome unit, involving the 
resident family, and often also neighbors or visitors, captures the negotiation process 
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between ideas of ‘Home’ and the complex of rules of ‘HOME’ which results in a con-
stantly changing set of eating constellations. The tables provided by the LAF are designed 
for two, not a group of individuals or family. Hence, in many cases, residents rearrange 
the furniture to create space to eat on the floor and decorate the floor with a suitable 
carpet (as in Figure 2). Residents often explain their ‘solution’ as a mixture of pragma-
tism ‘where else can we eat’ and an idea of ‘Home’ that refers back to their house in Syria 
or Iraq (‘we used to eat on the floor and do this here also to make us feel at home’). 
Often, however, residents seem embarrassed and stress that they ‘would like to eat at a 
table like Germans’ and in fact try to do this wherever possible, often also pointing 
proudly to German flags on display in their container. Some were keen to point out that 
also back home they have always eaten at a table and are frustrated not to be able to do 
this in the container. In many instances, eating arrangements seemed to change daily or 
weekly. Conflict here cannot only be observed between the desire for self-provisioning 
and institutional constraints, but also in how ideas of ‘Home’ are a mix of a destabilized, 
hybridizing past and new experiences, of memories and traditions and an aspiration of 
emancipation and status in their new environment. The concrete spatial organization of 
meals becomes a process through which past and present identities are brought into con-
versation and renegotiation. Interviews with residents of the different Tempohomes 
revealed how spatial practices greatly altered throughout their stay, reflecting the degree 
of certainty or uncertainty of a positive decision on their asylum application and, given a 
positive asylum status, the prospect of finding alternative accommodation in the city.

Figure 2. Preparing a family meal, Tempohome Wollenberger Strasse, 2019 (courtesy of the 
authors).
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Restructuring entrances

Containers as ‘first’ temporary homes, but also one of the first parts of the urban fabric 
with which refugees become entangled upon their arrival, are supposed to fulfill more 
than shelter: they are the main space for recovery during the arrival process. As urban 
arrival infrastructures, they also are the spaces of the first leisurely social exchange with 
known and new acquaintances in more or less private settings. For social life inside the 
containers, residents often seek to minimize the impact of unannounced visits or the gaze 
of curious passers-by by placing curtains inside the doorway, lowering the shutters of the 
windows or closing off porches to create protective screens. This is particularly impor-
tant for observant women who like to take off their headscarves in the private space of 
their ‘Home’. The porches provided by LAF as part of a 2017 design innovation offer 
even more opportunities for spatial adaptations (Figures 3 and 4). Many residents had 
closed off the porches with blankets or found plastic sheets to transform them into thresh-
olds between the ‘public’ access street and the private interior of their container. Yet there 
are other ideas of ‘Home’ that can be negotiated using the porch as a material infrastruc-
ture. One resident of the Wollenberger Strasse Tempohome turned his porch and adjacent 
green spaces into a small but elaborate fenced garden, reminding him of his house in 
Syria. But shortly after he built it, security and management demanded the garden be 
dismantled, citing fire risk due to the obstruction of the door and the flammable wooden 
material used for the fence and extended pergola. After the resident refused, a compro-
mise was found involving the relocation of the garden a few meters away from the con-
tainers. Eventually, following an internal move of the resident to a new container within 
the Tempohome, the garden was repositioned again in a third location, acquiring new 
features and details made possible through additional materials brought to the site. At 
this point, the camp management did not dare to question the presence of the garden any 
longer. For the resident, the construction and later defense of his small 2.5 × 2.5m gar-
den was an act of emancipation and rights testing through a concrete spatial practice 
(Figures 5 and 6).

Claiming alternative public spaces

Columbiadamm is by far the biggest Tempohome in Berlin, housing up to 1024 people 
in 256 container ‘apartments’ (in 2018). Most of the current residents fled from 
Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria. The 5 km2 site is fenced off from the adjacent first arrival 
center in the former airport building, and from the airfield which is now used as a public 
park and sports ground (LAF, 2017). The adjacent public park however also means that 
the containers are rather exposed to passers-by, triggering multiple attempts by residents 
to install screens and other visual protection, as seen in the Wollenberger Strasse case. 
Due to its exposed location and size, the LAF has allowed special and costly design 
‘innovations’, which include extensive wooden decking covering cables and water and 
heating pipes between the containers, and specially designed public space furniture such 
as pergolas, seats and benches. However, as we have shown in a previous paper (Dalal 
et al., 2018) these well-intended design innovations have remained rather underused, or 
used for other more banal purposes such as hanging washing which ran contrary to the 
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initial design intentions (Figure 7). The official explanation for this ‘rejection’ we 
received from the management team was that ‘The people living now in this container 
settlement, couldn’t close a door behind them in three years. They spent years in emer-
gency accommodation and were turned into totally dependent people there’ and that the 
design intends to help change the residents back into ‘independent, autonomous, and 
responsible people’, as one interviewed social worker stated. However, the ‘education’ 
and ‘socialization’ of adult and youth residents to become ‘responsible citizens’, in the 
social worker’s words, through clean and aesthetic design solutions in effect continued 
and intensified the control and disciplining while further shrinking spaces of 

Figures 4–6. Spatial appropriations around the container porches and the garden in 
Wollenberger Strasse (courtesy of the authors). Figure 6 shows the old garden extension next 
to the container home, the new location of the garden at a remote location next to camp 
fence, and traces of the old communal garden on lane (courtesy of the authors).
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self-provisioning and appropriation. The empty squares and platforms at Columbiadamm 
Tempohome are plastered with posters and flyers laying out the rules of conduct, prohi-
bitions and bans. Residents have to register and stand in line for any kind of service and 
need to show their camp registration card, their ID or passport, and all other important 
asylum documents every time they enter or leave the camp through the registration con-
tainer. Visitors need to be announced and submit their ID or passport numbers in advance 
before they are allowed to enter the camp and visit residents. During the time we spent 
in the camp, we repeatedly heard social workers lecturing adults and children alike, such 
as ‘this is the way it is done here’, ‘this is how we do it’, ‘you have to do . . .’, or ‘you’re 
not allowed to do . . .’. While social workers and local volunteers also support refugees 
in maneuvering through the extensive everyday bureaucracies, everyday needs and the 
management of daily life inside and outside of the camp (such as social arrival infrastruc-
tures), their presence and often authoritarian tone also disturb the development of every-
day routines, privacy, well-being and safety, all of which are essential ingredients for 
making and feeling at home in the newly designed home spaces. Altogether, the camps’ 
well designed yet vacant public spaces, littered with rule-enforcing signs and posters as 
a constant reminder of the multitude of behavioral rules, the attitude of some social 
workers, and the presence of security staff turn the institutionalized idea of ‘HOME’ 
(Brun and Fabos, 2015) into a disciplining design and management concept which sig-
nificantly affects the scope and opportunity for making oneself at home through self-
provisioning practices. Hence, the containers as spatially appropriated homes serve as 

Figure 7. Spatial appropriation for hanging clothes at Tempohomes Tempelhof Airfield 
(courtesy of the two authors).
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urban arrival infrastructures in the sense that they allow for at least a little protection, 
safety, relaxation and privacy and help the refugees to recover from their arrival and 
integration into the place of asylum – the city. But the ever-present security and social 
work staff also prevent homemaking and full arrival, despite the fact that social workers 
also smooth and support the arrival and settlement into the city – contributing to human 
or social arrival infrastructures (Meeus et al., 2018; Simone, 2004, 2009).

Our own reading of why public spaces remained empty and underused was rather dif-
ferent from the official reasoning of the camp management pointing towards an apparent 
passivity of traumatized camp residents. Indeed, at the time we first visited the 
Tempohome Columbiadamm a passionate debate was taking place, initiated by a group 
of young people who were demanding access to rooms and infrastructure to meet and 
self-organize activities as alternatives to the officially provided programs. The youths 
had managed to secure the support of two social workers who had already helped to 
mobilize networks and resources in order to provide Tempohome residents with furni-
ture, decoration, building materials and tools, and also partly train them how to improve 
their living situation in the containers. The social workers and youths now approached us 
as architects and design professionals for help, which led to the joint conceptualization 
and organization of a building workshop with local residents. Furniture and wooden 
plant boxes were constructed for private use as well as a soon-to-be established youth 
center (Figure 8). The workshops became for us first contact- and trust-building events 
and showed a way to consider concrete spatial practices within a paradigm of co-produc-
tion and co-design. Activities continued with the help of the social workers, eventually 

Figure 8. Building workshop at the Berlin Tempohome (courtesy of the two authors).
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leading to a project design for a youth center which opened in a more remote location on 
the site in late 2018 in order not to disturb the other residents. While the service provider 
organized additional containers, the interior design and furniture will be created by the 
teenagers themselves together with the social workers soon.

Conclusion: Homemaking in a state of permanent 
temporariness

Remodeling the furniture within containers, adding decorations, negotiating and re-
negotiating daily routines such as family meals around a table or carpet, offering hospi-
tality, building and planting a garden, the initiation of a local youth center are significant 
acts of homemaking. All these practices must be understood as both material and social. 
The material dimension of the negotiation process is not just a consequence of changing 
social relations, but an inextricable part of what we call concrete spatial practices. They 
represent spatial appropriation and adaption processes, but also changing social relation-
ships and power constellations both within and beyond the refugee accommodation – of 
people and things and spaces. As demonstrated and despite the state of being in tempo-
rality and surrounded by temporal architecture, the day-to-day spatial practices of refu-
gees turn the containers into significant spaces (cf. Brun and Fabos, 2015; Hart et al., 
2018). These spatial practices, as presented in the preceding sections, correspond to 
manipulations of the fundamental elements of the constructed order and led to ambigu-
ous arrangements – significant spaces – somewhere between a home and a fully con-
trolled shelter. With De Certeau (1984, 1985: 142) we consider the narratives of sites as 
makeshift, as made of fragments of the world: refugees as urban actors make-shift spaces 
drawing on urban and spatial experiences made at different places and in different spaces 
in polycontextual and multi-local sites. This often very tacit and implicit but nonetheless 
highly significant urban and spatial knowledge needs more explication and appreciation 
in urban development processes as the main ingredient for homemaking.

The triadic constellation of ‘home’, ‘Home’ and ‘HOME’ (Brun and Fabos, 2015) is 
a very useful framework to understand how concrete spatial practices are shaped by 
multiple modalities and dimensions related to homemaking and how concrete spatial 
practices can help to negotiate, and partly absorb, conflicts between these dimensions. 
‘HOME’ is understood very differently by the technocratic emergency management 
agencies, mirrored in the policies, the planning, the order, rules and norms and temporal 
materialities of what they indicatively name ‘tempo-homes’. Hence, sometimes the 
homemaking practices initiated by refugee residents are non-compliant with the state 
actors, and sometimes the constraints result in highly precarious notions and actions of 
‘home’ in what ultimately remains a highly regulated and institutionalized space of per-
manent temporariness. Considering this precarity, Hart et al. (2018: 377) argue that

. . . home-making in such a setting will [not] necessarily result in acceptable, let alone desirable, 
long-term living conditions. Accommodation to current circumstances may be the most that is 
achieved for most. While refugees may reside for years in conditions of permanent temporariness 
and their lives become routinized, their displacement continues to constitute a situation of 
chronic crisis.
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In some instances, however, self-provisioning and adaptation practices can help to 
prepare for a life beyond the camp or emergency home. Many interviewees cited their 
ability to build networks and gain access to education, language, informal or formal 
employment or an entrepreneurial scheme in the interviews. This means that the grass-
roots activities and processes that help refugees to feel and make themselves at home 
interact with state actors’ ideas of arrival and homes. Both together form what we call 
‘arrival infrastructures’, as infrastructures that are co-produced by camp residents and 
state actors alike and shape not only the arrival in the camps, but also the settlement and 
inclusion into the wider city (cf. Meeus et al., 2018).

In this context, the spatial production of homes is always physical and social differen-
tiation, and positions one in relation to the outside world. Hence, the production of space 
implies division and hierarchy, which becomes very obvious in the design and organiza-
tion of refugee camps. However, we found that the everyday life and the everyday spatial 
practices of residents as urban dwellers challenge and alter these hierarchies and divisions 
and claim and appropriate spaces for but mainly through everyday life. If we understand 
spatial practice as a field where space, ideology and representation ‘are joined in genera-
tive relations’ (Liggett and Perry, 1995: 6) and consider space as processes of assembly 
(Lefebvre, 1991: 31ff.), including representations of space, spatial practices and represen-
tational spaces, this article has first and foremost looked at the spatial patterns of everyday 
life inside refugee accommodation as spatial practices. By inquiring into the everyday life 
on the ground inside the accommodation, we treated spatial practices as a priori different 
from the planning and designing of the official architectures of asylum (representations of 
space) and as different from the symbolic meanings enacted in the spatial forms (represen-
tational spaces). However, in line with Liggett and Perry (1995), the article has used spa-
tial practices as a synonym for the overall production of space – in our case the architectures 
of asylum as the collision of the technocratic migration regime and its official architec-
tures with the makeshift architectures through the everyday spatial practices by refugees.

Our fieldwork thus also revealed the importance of understanding the translocal dimen-
sion of homemaking practices as mobilizing and hybridizing multiple stocks of spatial 
knowledge. Since these spatial practices draw on stocks of spatial knowledge developed 
in part in previous places of residence and most often different housing forms, the refu-
gees by spatially enlivening the containers and camps, create a ‘here’ and ‘there’, a ‘near’ 
and ‘far’, a ‘now’ and ‘back then’. Most interview partners said, ‘back in Syria/Homs/
Aleppo/ Damascus/ . . .’, ‘back then’, ‘home’, ‘normally’, ‘like we used to’, ‘as I/we 
would do if . . .’, ‘previously’, ‘we used to live like. . .’, when referring to how they 
enacted their homes at the previous places of residence and how they would decorate and 
design the current container and tents into what they think would make them more homely. 
This actual process of location (space and time-wise) indicates an actual appropriation of 
space. Hence, spatial practices create a mobile organicity of the environment and set up 
communication – with the other people, the space and artefacts in the environment.

Can the concept of arrival infrastructures inspire new design approaches?

The widespread presence of spatial appropriations within Berlin’s refugee accommo-
dation shows how they already function as ‘arrival infrastructures’, albeit in a 
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predominantly unintended and conflictual way. The design innovations introduced in 
later Tempohome structures such as Columbiadamm in effect increase rules and regu-
lations and further reduce spaces of self-provisioning. If we consider being able to 
develop a sense of home (Low and Altman, 1992) not only as crucial for the reassertion 
of individual rights, self-dignity and self-reliance, but also for the strengthening of 
social cohesion and inclusion in the city as a whole, policy makers must take note of 
spatial adaptation in accommodation centers not as a nuisance and disturbance, but as 
one of the most crucial steps in the arrival process. The question thus remains how 
alternative policy and design approaches could be imagined? In this article we thus 
conclude that actively encouraging, rather than suppressing, and/or aestheticizing par-
ticipation in spatial production might be an important starting point. Less control and 
disciplining, more room for co-producing private and public spaces within the frame-
work of transparent rules could turn shelters into more productive arrival infrastruc-
tures in continuity with, not in opposition to the multiple arrival infrastructures that 
emerge without planning frameworks in the city beyond fenced accommodation zones 
and isolated refugee camps.

Hence, we argue that housing spaces for refugees – as probably long-term residents of 
Berlin – should be closely oriented towards spatial appropriation and spatial everyday 
settings, as these are the spaces that support the development of inclusion and social 
cohesion. We need to take a closer look at the day-to-day social and spatial practices and 
the significant everyday places that are relevant to daily life and take these into account 
in the design and development of refugee accommodation as inherently urban spaces. 
Paying attention to the very small-scale spatial structures allows us to further entangle 
the social and spatial practices that urban actors carry out – making spaces, places and 
cities.

In the 21st century as the century of migration, where more people than ever are on 
the move, many as forced migrants, the spatial practices and spatial appropriation pro-
cesses explored for the particular situation of refugees in Berlin in this article will also 
apply to other migration processes. Therefore our findings provide important theoretical 
and practical insights for an urbanized society that is increasingly mobile and influenced 
by intercultural encounters. We found that these new (often makeshift) spaces evolve in 
‘gray spaces’ (Yiftachel, 2009a, 2009b) as transactions and developments and other eve-
ryday practices and spaces that are positioned between the ‘lightness’ of legality, approval 
and safety and the ‘darkness’ of eviction, destruction and death. The spatial practices 
explored in this article often result in such permanently-temporal gray spaces through the 
ongoing oppression by the state agencies and their official architectures of asylum and 
regulation regime, but we also saw how refugees’ agency is exercised ‘descending into 
the ordinary and reclaiming livable spaces’ (Sanyal, 2014: 569) – as homes as well as 
important arrival infrastructures. This homemaking as a set of concrete spatial practices 
takes place in and through the practice of the ordinary, such as planting a tomato plant, 
even in a state of exception. Hence, by planting a tomato, by using the fences as clothing 
lines, by stacking mattresses to form a sofa, by building a garden in front of the contain-
ers, residents make their accommodation spaces ‘ordinary’, reclaim ‘normal’ life, and 
create a home – even if only for an unforeseeable time span.
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Notes

1. We define refugees as persons who on account of their personal situation (escape) and their 
current legal situation (illegalized entry, an application for asylum, temporarily tolerated, 
temporary residence permit) are particularly vulnerable to their status as resident and to fur-
ther life planning.

2. ‘Architectures of Asylum’ is also the title of our broader research project within the collabora-
tive research centre SFB 1265 ’Re-Figuration of Spaces’ established by the German Research 
Foundation.
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Résumé
La recherche urbaine en Allemagne a commencé à se pencher sur la distribution 
socio-spatiale et les architectures de ce qui est désigné comme des logements 
collectifs pour demandeurs d’asile, les camps de réfugiés et les nouvelles formes de 
ségrégation ethnique suscitées par les flux récents de réfugiés. Les usages que font 
les réfugiés eux-mêmes de l’espace dans le cadre de ces processus n’ont pas encore 
fait l’objet de recherches approfondies. À partir de méthodes de recherche issues à 
la fois des sciences sociales et des sciences de l’architecture, nous examinons dans 
cet article les processus d’appropriation physique, matérielle, sociale et symbolique 
ainsi que la dimension spatiale dans la création d’un chez-soi parmi les réfugiés 
syriens actuellement hébergés dans des foyers pour réfugiés à Berlin, en Allemagne. 
Quelles connaissances spatiales sont mobilisées sur le lieu d’asile pour faire de son 
hébergement un « chez-soi » ? Comment les usages et les connaissances de l’espace 
reflètent-elles l’hybridation des usages du lieu d’origine, les expériences vécues 
pendant la fuite et celles à l’arrivée pendant la durée incertaine du séjour dans un 
lieu d’asile étranger ? Dans quelle mesure les processus d’appropriation spatiale se 
heurtent-ils à la logique humanitaire et aux conceptions technocratiques de gestion 
des urgences sur le lieu d’asile ? En posant ces questions, nous nous concentrons dans 
cet article sur la façon dont les réfugiés perçoivent leur nouvel environnement urbain, 
s’y adaptent, se l’approprient et le modifient physiquement et socialement, et sur la 
façon dont ils puisent ainsi dans les stocks existants et changeants de connaissances et 
d’expériences urbaines et de relations sociales. Nous soutenons que pour développer 
un espace qui puisse être assimilé à un chez-soi dans des hébergements temporaires, 
les réfugiés nouvellement arrivés mobilisent des connaissances sur le lieu d’asile 
qui ne peuvent être comprises que comme un processus de re-figuration qui est 
également à l’œuvre dans le cas d’autres migrants, processus migratoires et processus 
translocaux. L’étude de ces re-figurations urbaines nous aide donc à montrer comment 
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l’action conjuguée de l’agentivité et du savoir des réfugiés d’une part et du régime 
technocratique d’autre part – en tant qu’état temporaire permanent – intervient dans 
la construction d’un « chez-soi ».

Mots-clés
Campisation, construction d’un « chez-soi », migration, réfugiés, transformation 
urbaine, usages de l’espace

Resumen
La investigación urbana en Alemania ha comenzado a ocuparse de la distribución 
socioespacial y las arquitecturas de los llamados alojamientos colectivos para 
solicitantes de asilo, los campos de refugiados y las nuevas formas de segregación 
étnica desencadenadas por los recientes movimientos de refugiados. No obstante, las 
prácticas espaciales de los propios refugiados dentro de estos procesos aún no han 
sido objeto de una investigación sustantiva. Combinando métodos de investigación 
de las ciencias sociales y de la arquitectura, el documento investiga los procesos de 
apropiación física, material, social y simbólica, así como la dimensión espacial de la 
construcción de un hogar entre los refugiados sirios que actualmente se encuentran 
en alojamientos para refugiados en Berlín, Alemania. ¿Qué conocimiento espacial se 
moviliza en el lugar de asilo para convertir el alojamiento en un hogar? ¿Cómo reflejan 
el conocimiento y las prácticas espaciales la hibridación de los usos del lugar de origen, 
las experiencias durante el viaje y la llegada y el período de incertidumbre de la estancia 
en un lugar de asilo desconocido? ¿Cómo chocan los procesos de apropiación espacial 
con las lógicas humanitarias y los enfoques tecnocráticos de gestión de emergencias 
en el lugar de asilo? A partir de estas preguntas, el artículo se centra en las formas 
en que los refugiados perciben, se adaptan, se apropian y alteran su nuevo entorno 
urbano física y socialmente y en cómo se basan en el stock existente y en evolución de 
conocimiento urbano, las experiencias urbanas y las relaciones sociales. Se argumenta 
que para desarrollar un espacio que se asimile a un hogar en alojamientos temporales, 
los refugiados recién llegados movilizan los conocimientos sobre el lugar de asilo, lo cual 
solo puede entenderse como un proceso de re-figuración que funciona igualmente en 
el caso de otros migrantes, otros procesos migratorios y otros procesos translocales. 
Estudiar estas re-figuraciones urbanas nos ayuda a entender cómo afecta a la creación 
de un ‘hogar’, la interacción entre la agencia de los refugiados y sus conocimientos con 
el régimen tecnocrático, como estado de temporalidad permanente.

Palabras clave
Campización, construcción de un ‘hogar’, migración, prácticas espaciales, refugiados, 
transformación urbana


